
Planet Mechanic Teacher Guide

1 Which change made Senator Opthimbuzzle
Flaax’s next birthday come faster?

A. increase the tilt of Earth toward the sun
B. add a solar eclipse that will occur in the spring
C. move Earth so it is farther away from the sun
D. increase the speed of Earth’s revolution

around the sun*

2 In one of the missions, Senator Opthimbuzzle
Flaax requested that the temperature on his 
planet remain above 10 degrees Celsius and 
that a year last 100 days instead of 365 days. 
Which two changes could help accomplish this 
mission?

A. decrease the thickness of Earth’s
atmosphere and decrease the speed of
Earth’s revolution around the sun

B. move Earth closer to the sun and increase the 
speed of Earth’s revolution around the sun*

C. increase the thickness of Earth’s
atmosphere and decrease the speed of
Earth’s rotation on its axis

D. move Earth farther from to the sun and
increase the speed of Earth’s rotation on
its axis

3 During a mission, a Planet Mechanic player
removes the planetary tilt and adds a moon. 
What request did Senator Opthimbuzzle Flaax 
most likely make for this mission?

A. eliminate seasons and create tides*
B. eliminate ice and make days longer
C. eliminate tides and increase temperatures
D. eliminate seasons and make days longer

4 Senator Opthimbuzzle Flaax wants his planet
to be like Earth by changing the atmosphere 
from 300 Pascals to 100 Pascals. How will this 
change alone affect planetary conditions?

A. It will increase the minimum and maximum
temperatures on his planet.

B. It will decrease the minimum and
maximum temperatures on his planet.*

C. It will increase the minimum temperature
and decrease the maximum temperature
on his planet.

D. It will decrease the minimum temperature
and increase the maximum temperature
on his planet.

5 What is the length of one year on Earth? What determines this length?

6 What is the length of one day on Earth? What determines this length?

Name ______________________________ Date_____________      Class_______________

Directions: Read the questions below. Circle the letter next to the correct answer. 
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7 Draw a diagram of the Earth-Sun-Moon system. Try to use relative scales for size and distance.
For example, is one of the objects larger than the others? If so, draw it so that it appears larger. 

8 What causes seasons on Earth?

9 What are tides, and what causes them?

10 Scientists are concerned that Earth’s atmosphere is changing in composition and thickness in some areas.
How might this affect conditions on Earth?

11 Changes in various factors can affect the conditions on Earth. For example, if Earth somehow moved closer
to the sun, overall temperatures would increase. Would this general idea apply to other planets that move 
around the sun? Explain. 




